
Our predicted brand reliability ratings are based on a statistical model that estimates  
problem rates for heating or cooling within the first 8 years of ownership, for heat pumps 
that are not covered by an extended warranty or service contract. We also adjust for the 
number of months per year that heat pumps are used. The median number in our survey
was 12 months. Higher ratings are indicative of better reliability. Brands receiving a red or 
orange rating cannot be recommended by CR at this time.
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Every family is unique, each home is diverse and every application has distinct 
design needs.  We specialize in custom made comfort. 

We will determine your needs by taking a detailed assessment of your home, 
then together we will choose the appropriate solutions based on your needs. 

Our goal is to answer any questions you may have during the process and   
ultimately welcome you to the 5 Star Air family. 

We take the time to strip down and recycle 
each unit we replace leaving virtually  
nothing to go to the landfill. We separate 
the copper, aluminum, refrigerant and 
coils in order to reduce any negative  
impact on the environment. 

Love this company!! They show up on time and are very 
professional! Would highly recommend them to anyone  
needing any type of AC work!!! - Sharon S.  

Tyler and Cindy are simply the best! Tyler is skilled, principled, 
and a customer advocate. Cindy is just plain wonderful to work with. Together, they make  
working with 5 Star a super experience!! If you have a problem, give them a call. you will not be 
disappointed!!! - Bob K.  
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Complete report can be found by visiting 
www.5starair.net/uploads/5/0/4/4/50446163/creports_info.pdf

Results in the chart are gathered from    
Consumer Reports' 2018  Winter and 2019 
Summer surveys of 12,463 heat pumps 
owned by members who purchased a new
unit between 2003 and 2019.  



Correctly Sized Air Conditioners Save Money! 

Evaporator (A) Cooling coils remove heat and humidity from the air using refrigerant. 

Blower (B) A blower or fan circulates air over the evaporator, dispersing the chilled air 

Condenser (C) Hot coils release the collected heat into the outside air 

Compressor (D) A pump that moves refrigerant between the evaporator and the  

    condenser to chill the indoor air 
Fan (G) Fan blows air over the condenser to dissipate the heat outside 

Filter (S) Located prior to the air conditioning unit to remove particles from the air 
Thermostat A control system to regulate the amount of cool air that is distributed 

How an air conditioner works 

*The majority of systems installed prior to 2006 are 10 SEER or lower. Potential energy savings 
may vary depending on your lifestyle, system settings, equipment maintenance, local climate, 

home construction and installation of equipment and duct system. 

SEER 
Seasonal Energy 
Efficiency Ratio  
is a measure of 
efficiency for air 

conditioners. 
SEER ratings  
are like miles  
per gallon in  

cars, the higher 
the rating, the 
more energy 

efficient the unit.  

When you buy a new air conditioning or heating unit to replace
your old one - or if a completely new system is being installed in 
your new home - the installer needs to know how big or, more 
importantly, how small the unit should be. In order to know exactly 
how big (or small) it should be, the contractor needs to calculate
how much cooling and heating capacity it must have to keep the occupants comfortable. 
This is called the load of the home. 

The load of the home is partly dependent upon the home’s square footage. However, a true 
load calculation goes beyond that. An accurate load determination includes building      
construction; orientation to the sun; “R” value of the insulation; number, size, and
placement of rooms; number, size, and placement of windows and doors; types of windows 
and doors (thermal efficiency); number and arrangement of floors; and the climate.

Residential load calculations make use of mathematical formulas that take all these    
variables into consideration. They have been computerized, so they’re not as   
time-consuming as they were in the past.

Determining the load by using rules of thumb almost always leads to an over- sized heating 
and cooling system, resulting in an increased initial cost, increased monthly utility bills, 
increased maintenance, and shortened equipment life because the equipment cycles off  
and on too frequently.

Why it’s Important to Have the Right Sized System 
Having the wrong-size heating-cooling system can lead to multiple problems. Over-sizing 
your cooling system is not a good thing. Without getting into too much detail, your cooling 
load consists of two parts:

The temperature of the air, called the sensible load.  
Moisture or “humidity” in the air, called the latent load. 

We’ve all heard the saying, “It’s not the heat; it’s the humidity.” A cooling system that is too 
big cools down the temperature very quickly, but it does not run long enough to remove 
sufficient moisture or “humidity” from the air. The result is you feel cool but clammy. Many 
people then turn down the thermostat to make the air conditioner run longer, increasing 
the utility bill. In some cases, the insufficient moisture removal resulting from over-sized
cooling equipment can lead to mold growth and other types of moisture-related damage.

A correctly sized cooling system runs long enough to “wring” moisture out of the air. This 
allows you to be comfortable at a slightly higher thermostat setting and allows you to save 
money on your utility bill. It also takes care of the “mugginess” without making you feel too 
cold. 

Excerpt from an article written by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning  
Engineers. The complete article is posted at www.5starair.net/replacement  

5starair.net/replacement 
has additional links, guides and helpful information from 

energy.gov, EnergyStar and the Department of Energy and more.
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